STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, write name, position and party on the blank area provided.

FEDERAL OFFICES
PRESIDENT AND Vice-PRESIDENT VOTE FOR ONE TEAM
JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PARN ś
Republican
SARAH CHAMBERS AND DONALD COOK Democrats/Liberals

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
To vote for or against the proposed amendment, write "YES" or "NO" on the blank area provided.

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS
ROGER CAMPBELL AND ALFRED WEAVER ś
Republican
RALEIGH MACBETH AND MICHAEL GONZALEZ ś
Democratic

COUNTY OFFICES
SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 2 VOTE FOR ONE
CAUCH BURLEY AND DONALD CASTLE ś
Democratic

VOTE FOR:
U.S. SENATOR STACY DIRKŚ
SEAN HARKLEY ś
Republican
MONROE COLEMAN ś
Democrats/Liberals
JL PRAKASH ś
Democratic Party
CHARLES ALBRIGHT ś
Democratic Party
JAMES EDMACK ś
Democratic Party

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 4 VOTE FOR ONE

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 5 VOTE FOR ONE

STAYT OFFICES
STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 22 VOTE FOR ONE
JACOB FELTON ś
Democratic

CITY OFFICES
MAYOR CITY OF HANKER VOTE FOR ONE
JOYCE WATERS ś
Democratic

COUNCIL MEMBER CITY OF HANKER VOTE FOR TWO
GRACE BATTCH ś
Democratic

JOYCE MILLER ś
Democratic

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT